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ABSTRACT
An assignment which forces students out of their “American Bubble” during the foreign stay
portion of a study abroad program moves students to the edge of their comfort zone or beyond.
Students become comfortable using public transportation; develop greater knowledge of the
business environment, culture, and history of foreign locations. We describe how an experiential
learning exercise using an on-going Scavenger Hunt affords business and cultural immersion
during a business curriculum study abroad experience. We include guidelines, objectives, example
target/location items to be “found”, and rubrics.
KEYWORDS: Experiential learning, study abroad, cultural immersion, scavenger hunt,
business, marketing

INTRODUCTION
Study abroad experiences appear to be increasing in popularity as a means of
“internationalizing” the business curriculum (Shooshtari & Manuel, 2014). The authors believe
that these types of experiences are very valuable in a world which is becoming more and more
interconnected, and in which most businesses will have at least a minimal international footprint.
From an employer’s point of view, student skills learned during a study abroad experience
positively impact their employability. Trooboff, Vande Berg, and Rayman (2008, pp. 28) find that
among the skills ranked highly by prospective employers are “works effectively outside comfort
zone”, “communicates effectively in intercultural situations”, and “effective socializing/doing
business elsewhere”.
Many business schools even face a mandate through their accrediting agency to provide
international business knowledge within their curriculum (e.g., Le, Raven & Chen, 2013). Item C,
among the core values and guiding principles of the Association to Advance Collegiate Schools
of Business (AACSB, 2017), reads:
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The school must demonstrate a commitment to address, engage, and respond to
current and emerging corporate social responsibility issues (e.g., diversity,
sustainable development, environmental sustainability, and globalization of
economic activity across cultures) through its policies, procedures, curricula,
research, and/or outreach activities.
Supporting this goal, which in part is judged on a school’s fostering sensitivity toward, and
greater understanding and acceptance of cultural differences and global perspectives, we promote
experiential learning as a part of the study abroad experience. By providing an environment where
new perspectives and experiences are encouraged Perry, Stoner, and Tarrant (2012) conclude that
transformative learning environments are developed in short term study abroad programs, thereby
fostering global citizenship (Tarrant, 2010).
As business becomes increasingly globalized, it is vital that new business graduates enter
the workforce with a global viewpoint. It is through study abroad experiences that many of the key
insights and travel skills can be developed by students. We describe how students, completing a
Scavenger Hunt, can be motivated to improve their travel and interpersonal skills while exploring
new foreign cities on their own. Sharing our experience, couched in the recent relevant literature,
we provide educators and researchers our practical tips and examples, providing a “how-to” guide
for creating their own scavenger hunts. Given this basis, the scavenger hunt can be modified to
meet specific course or topic related needs. Viewing current business practitioners as future
employers, we present an additional means by which they might wish to screen future employees’
travel skills, appreciation of cultural differences, and their ability to “hit the ground running” when
travel and/or business interactions abroad are required of them.
RESEARCH SITUATION/QUESTION
While one of the major concepts which study abroad programs are praised for is
experiential learning, in reality it appears that many study abroad experiences are built around very
structured activities which revolve around classroom activities or business visits (Duke, 2000;
Shooshtari & Manuel, 2014; Gordon, Patterson, & Cherry, 2014). While these activities are
valuable, they are not especially experiential in nature. “Experiential learning involves active and
purposeful processes contextualized in direct or simulated ‘real world’ activities in which students
have the opportunity to construct and regulate their own personal and professional learning”
(Rosier et al., 2016).
Research Question: How can we get students to learn experientially in the foreign
culture in small enough groups that the individual student is likely to be involved
in the interface with the culture and the decision process?
While it is not usual to answer the research question immediately after asking it, we have
chosen to do so here. The authors, over time, have come to the conclusion that a Scavenger Hunt
is an excellent tool for immersing students in an experiential learning situation. The remainder of
this paper is devoted to an examination of what we have learned over time to make scavenger
hunts a highly effective tool for experiential learning in business study abroad programs. The idea
of a scavenger hunt (or treasure hunt) has been found to be an appropriate experiential learning
activity for a multi-location study abroad trips, particularly when there is sufficient time for the
searches (e.g., Duke, 2000). Duke (2000) described a treasure hunt in terms of specific products
(ranging from auto parts to fresh flowers and baby food), where the goal was to examine
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differences in product placement, pricing, packaging and usage, comparing U.S. consumers to
foreign consumers. We have students seek out places and things of a historical or cultural nature.
The very fact that students are functioning in another culture provides them with a good
measure of experiential learning. Students have to read signs in another language, find restrooms,
figure out menus at restaurants, and sometimes communicate with people from the “foreign”
culture; all too often even these kinds of experiential activities lose some of their punch as they
are often done in larger groups, and are facilitated by faculty leaders or tour guides. Individual
students tend to be insulated from cultural interaction and experience in many situations. Hopkins
(1999) suggests that it is through study abroad that students begin to not only look outward, but
inward as well, merging their personal viewpoints and cultural assumptions with new cultural
contexts. If the group leaders are facilitating all facets of the experience, students do not have as
much opportunity for such reflection and growth. The authors have seen this many times, both
with student groups and tourist groups alike. Donnelly-Smith (2009) includes experiential learning
and student interaction with the host culture among the five best practices for short-term study
abroad programs.
We applaud everyone who ventures outside of their native culture. It takes a bit of courage
to do so. Many choose not to travel just because of the discomfort that comes with the experience.
It is that very discomfort, however, that results in learning and increased comfort in the long run.
Our observation is that far too many travelers remain largely in their own “cultural bubble,”
sheltering themselves as much as possible from the foreign culture. We once had a group of young
men, in the midst of a study abroad experience, who discovered an Irish Pub where they could
watch American sports programs, order hamburgers and beer, and speak English with the publican
and staff. There was just one problem: All of this was taking place in the heart of Rome! They
were successfully maintaining their “cultural bubble.”
INVOLVING STUDENTS IN ONGOING EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING
The authors have led a number of study abroad experiences for university students over the
years. We hit upon the scavenger hunt independently. When we decided to share our experiences
with scavenger hunts with fellow educators, we were heartened to discover that the recent study
abroad literature does make some mention of scavenger hunts as a means of involving students in
the study abroad process (Duke, 2000; Koernig, 2007; Doyle, Helms, & Westrup, 2008; Wesp &
Baumann, 2012).
We found that the literature describes the use of scavenger hunts in one of two ways: As a
pre-departure means of involving students in the gathering of information, cultural or otherwise,
in preparation for the actual experience (Koernig, 2007). The other use was as a one-time
experience during the trip, usually lasting a morning or an afternoon, and often involving the
traveling group as a whole (Wesp & Baumann, 2012). While those are good uses of a scavenger
hunt, in our opinion they are not optimal, as the problem of an on-going experiential learning
process on a personal level is not as likely to be achieved.
A study abroad leader/educator is faced with a number of issues when trying to answer our
previous question: How can we get students to learn experientially in the culture in small enough
groups that the individual student is likely to be involved in the interface with the culture and the
decision process? We have to admit, that for us, some of the issues did not become apparent until
after the fact, so that the development of our use of the scavenger hunt was a progressive process,
not just a single eureka moment.
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A Few of Our Objectives
What we believe leads to a better experiential learning process during a study abroad
experience.
 Getting students to talk with local people when possible
 Getting students to use the public transportation system
 Getting students to see/visit/utilize local businesses
 Getting students to walk the streets and experience the place
 Getting students to better understand the importance of some of the sights they are visiting
 Getting students to try different foods
The Issues
Delineation of the major issues was a voyage of discovery for us. Many are readily apparent
to a group leader/educator, some are not. Even those which may be more apparent may have some
subtle aspects which are not as immediately apparent. The issues as we now see them, in no
particular order of importance:
 Structuring the scavenger hunt in a way that it is an on-going activity.
 Motivating students to participate in the scavenger hunt.
 Grading the scavenger hunt activity.
 Keeping the experience intimate enough that individual experiential learning can take
place.
STRUCTURING THE SCAVENGER HUNT
The answer to the structure issue appears to be obvious; make the scavenger hunt a multiday activity. We have found, however that this is much more easily done when the entire trip is
structured so as to provide at least three days in most of the cities where we will be sleeping.
Students can’t participate in a meaningful activity in a given city when they only have a few hours.
There is no incubation time, no time to gain some level of orientation and comfort in the place
which they are tasked to explore. Having a reasonable amount of time in a place also makes for a
better environment all around.
Our objective is to get away from the “If it’s Tuesday, It Must Be Belgium” mentality
(1969). A whirlwind tour allows people to see, but not really experience, anyplace they may be.
We don’t want our students to remember a blur, but to relish, and have learned from, various
experiences…we feel that that requires time in situ.
Note: we are not entering the debate as to whether a longer study abroad experience is more
valuable than a shorter experience. Despite Tarrant, and Lyons (2012) question as to the
educational value of short term study abroad, Fry and Paige (2009) conclude that short term
programs provide substantial student benefits, such as cultural appreciation, greater openmindedness, as well as new perspectives and increased understanding. Fry and Paige (2009) further
report student participant comments on how shorter programs made study abroad feasible, where
longer programs would not have been possible. As Paige et al. (2009) found, the length of the
study abroad trip may not be significant relative to the degree of global engagement achieved by
students. Further, Mapp (2012) found that students exhibited significant changes in their crosscultural adaptability, even with trips as short as nine days. Donnelly-Smith (2009) suggests that
during longer programs, students may actually have less interaction with local cultures if they limit
their contact with local residents in favor of other American students. Dwyer (2004) discusses the
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degree to which faculty control over the shorter term programs, as compared to longer, allow for
greater faculty control of the experience. We posit that the structure of the experience, allowing
sufficient incubation time in a place, may be the most important factor if significant learning is to
be achieved, despite the relatively short-term nature of the underlying study abroad trip.
The setup and structure of the scavenger hunt is an important element of the overall
experience. A successful experiential learning activity requires preparation, the experience itself,
and culminates with synthesis (McLaughlin & Johnson, 2006). Faculty trip leaders prepare the
assignment, but it takes research on the part of the students as well. As indicated in the next section,
the items on the scavenger hunt depend on some knowledge of history and literature. Trooboff et
al. (2008) lists knowledge of world history as one of the personal skills prospective employers
include as a potential factor in the hiring decision, albeit, of lower ranked importance compared to
working outside one’s comfort zone. Successful students are doing their own research on the
scavenger hunt items as soon as the list is provided. The experience is participating in the hunt
itself. The synthesis element comes from the final project deliverable, a PowerPoint presentation
prepared upon return to the classroom.
MOTIVATING STUDENTS
As any educator understands, motivating students is not as easy as it looks to state
legislators. Grading of the scavenger hunt helps. It might seem that grading would be motivation
enough. We have found, however, that while grading helps, that motivation and grading need to
be considered separately.
A recurring theme when we talk with students sometime after the study abroad experience
is over is “The scavenger hunt is great, don’t stop doing it!” “The scavenger hunt makes us get
out and do things.” While both of these are manufactured quotes, they are the essence of student
feelings. We are especially heartened when we talk with students who have also been on a study
abroad experience with other faculty leaders; they tend to point out that the scavenger hunt is
something that sets our trips off from the others in a positive way.
So, beyond grading, how do you motivate students to participate?
 Make it fun.
 Make it achievable, but not too easy.
 Regularly remind students that there is always something for them to do.
 Break the task into two or more scavenger hunts where it makes sense to do so.
Make it Fun
Many scavenger hunt destinations depend on some knowledge of history, literature, etc.
All things that today’s students (perhaps it has always been so) are woefully weak in. We would
also suggest that an understanding of history, literature, etc. greatly enhances a person’s ability to
grasp the business environment. So, you need to tell students why a place or object is important,
or get them to research it on their own, and include something about it in their report at the end of
the study abroad experience. Most recently we have found it useful to make the scavenger hunt
instructions available to students prior to departure. The best students do a fair amount of research,
so they understand what they are looking for, how “finding” the item may give them further insight
into the business and cultural environment and have a good idea where it might be, and can hit the
ground running.
Of course, some of the items require no further explanation. For example, one of the items
on our Paris scavenger hunt is the last remaining vespasienne (traditional outdoor pissoir, Figure
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1) in Paris. There were about 1,230 in the 1930’s, 400 in the 1960’s, but alas, just one today! Even
the women on the trip find this curiosity to be interesting. Insert Figure 1 about here
Some are self-rewarding, such as looking through the keyhole at the Villa del Priorato di
Malta in Rome. The view itself is a little surprising and is a reward for finding, and getting to the
keyhole, much less figuring out how to take a picture of what you see through the keyhole. Finding
the library of the University of Vienna is surprisingly hard for some students but has resulted in
quite a few conversations between our students and students from that university.

Make it Achievable
Making the searches achievable but challenging rubs up against the grading area for
motivating students. Students who find the more difficult places/objects are rewarded with higher
grades. (See our example scavenger hunt.) When we arrive in a new city, we usually conduct a
neighborhood walk to familiarize the students with the area close to where we are staying. We
point out restaurants, bus/tram/subway/rail stops, historical places nearby, café’s, and even
McDonalds. Low and behold, we walk right past several of the easiest to find scavenger hunt
destinations as well. We usually point out one or two, and explain to students that it is their
responsibility to know the list and be on the lookout whenever they are out and about. Some will
require special journeys, such as finding Jim Morrison’s grave in Pere Lachaise Cemetery in Paris
or the world’s longest colonnade path at the end of a bus route at Santuario di Madonna di San
Luca in Bologna, Italy.
We have found that a mixture of easy and more difficult objects keeps students in the game
and also provides a natural means for grading the outcomes. Many of the locations we and our
students will pass by every day, some are within a block or two of where we pass, and some require
a bit more looking, and perhaps even a special trip to get there.
All are achievable, with the expenditure of a little effort, and we try to make the locations
meaningful. While the internet is a boon for students today, most still have to figure out how to
get to a place and often have to ask locals for help. We have only one location which a student has
never found: The place where Henri IV was assassinated. I can assure you, however, that the
plaque is in plain sight, quite near Les Halles in Paris.
Remind Students Regularly
Regular reminders serve two purposes. Let’s face it; some people get homesick, especially
when confronted by a new cultural experience. They often retreat to their sleeping room,
sometimes withdraw, and sometimes feel physically sick. Activity is one way to help to prevent
or alleviate home sickness. The other benefit, of course, is that there is nearly always something
for students to do rather than lay about.
Break the Task into Two or more Scavenger Hunts
We began with just one, all-encompassing, scavenger hunt for an entire study abroad
experience. Students who started off slowly and didn’t locate too many destinations before we
moved to a new city could become demoralized, as there was no way for them to recoup their early
neglect of the project. By breaking the task into two or three sections, each graded separately,
students could get a fresh start, resulting in increased motivation if they got off to a slow start. This
is really a judgement call on the part of the trip leaders as to how to break up the tasks.
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GRADING THE SCAVENGER HUNT
We believe that there is great intrinsic value to the scavenger hunt in terms of experiential
learning and cultural immersion but find that many students need more of an extrinsic reason to at
least get started. Based on verbal student feedback, some start because it is required, and graded,
but by the end, many are participating because it has become meaningful and fun.
Our grading rubric has evolved with experience, but is based on several tenets:
 To earn a grade of C should be easy, utilizing easily found locations.
 Progressively more difficult locations need to be found to achieve higher grade levels.
 In many cases student’s need not find every location in a category to work on a highergrade level.
 Difficulty generally has two determinants
 Distance/time that must be devoted
 Difficulty in locating once there
Difficulty
One of our locations in Paris is the site where Marie Antoinette was beheaded. We found
that about half of our students were initially going to the wrong place. For some reason they went
to the Bastille…or, should we say, to its former location, or the place where she spent her last
night. This wasn’t bad, as they frequently had contact with local people to get back on the right
track, but it did cause the task to be a little more difficult than we anticipated. So, difficulty isn’t
always as apparent as it may seem to be. We categorize each of the scavenger hunt destinations
based on difficulty of attainment. A full copy of example scavenger hunts, by city, is included in
the “Example Student Handouts” at the end of this paper.
List Length
The number of destinations in each category also should be tailored to the length of time
that students have in a given location. Five days in Rome or Paris gives people more time to hunt.
Two or three days in Bologna or Vienna dictates that the list should be shorter.
Another consideration has to be other activities. We simply have more scheduled activities
in some locations than others. Using Bologna, Italy as a base is terrific. It allows a day trip to
Florence, where we usually visit a leather factory for part of the day. An entire day is taken in
Bologna with a trip to a Parmesan cheese facility in the morning and perhaps a Balsamic vinegar
cellar or other business visit in the afternoon. Obviously, even though we may be based in Bologna
for several days, we also have many time consuming activities which indicate the need for shorter
lists.
Grading Rubric
Table 1 contains an example of a grading rubric for our scavenger hunts.
TABLE 1: SCAVENGER HUNT GRADING RUBRIC

Complete Category
C
C & at least ½ of B
C&B
C, B & at least ¼ of A
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Grade
75%
80%
85%
90%

C, B and at least ½ of A
C,B & A

95%
100%

We want to put higher grades within reach but make them a challenge at the same time. By
not requiring full completion of some of the more difficult categories, we also recognize the
difficulty/time commitment to complete some of those tasks. We fully understand that the rubric
isn’t perfect. It evolves, even during the grading process as we sometimes end up switching a
destination from one category to another. An example of a full student handout, including list of
tasks, may be found at the end of this paper.
In addition to the Grading Rubric, students are required to create a PowerPoint presentation
for each scavenger hunt. They must show each item on the scavenger hunt list, in order, as this
greatly facilitates grading of the project by the instructors. If they did not find a particular
destination they indicate that in their presentation. For each place they did go to they must show a
photo of themselves at that place, and a brief write-up of what that place is all about…why it is
important. We also ask that they provide any anecdotal comments about their journey, which
allows for students to reflect on their experiences.
Allow Individual Learning to Take Place
We have discovered that individual experiential learning doesn’t tend to take place in a
herd, unless you are the leader of the herd. We have made the mistake of allowing any size group
of students to work together on the scavenger hunt. The result is that the leaders experienced what
we were hoping for, and most students just followed along. This was not an optimal outcome from
our standpoint.
We don’t want individual students wandering by themselves, either. While the danger of
physical harm is considerably lower in Europe, it is not nonexistent. At the risk of sounding sexist,
we are particularly concerned for our female students, although male bravado can also lead to
undesirable situations.
What we have found is that groups of three work very well. We are not unhappy if two
people want to team up either. We have also found that allowing people to shift the people they
are working with can be a good idea, finding partners for one task or destination that may differ
from their exploration group for some other tasks. An advantage of the project as a small group
exercise is the opportunity for peer to peer interactive learning and overall group engagement that
can be achieved, (Duke, 2000).
We realize that the group of three or two is impossible to inforce. We explain why we want
students to do this…more intimate contact with the environment. A group of three is just more
likely to be consultative in their decision making than a leader emerging to lead the group. At the
very least, the followers in a group of three are likely to better understand the decision process of
the leader. Ultimately, you have to trust the students to follow the rules.
Proof
Proof is given by a photo of the individual at the place specified. We don’t care if the entire
group is in the photo, or each individual. It is a dead giveaway when eight people are in the photo
that the rules were broken. These photos become a part of the PowerPoint that students turn in for
each of the scavenger hunt projects.
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CONCLUSION
Our purpose in this paper was to share our developmental experience conceptualizing,
designing, and using scavenger hunts in study abroad settings to provide students with a very
practical way to learn experientially in a foreign culture, while providing the reader with recent
literature which supports the decisions we have made. In practice we have found that scavenger
hunts accomplish the goals we set out earlier in this paper, to further immerse students in the study
abroad experience.
 Getting students to talk with local people when possible
 Getting students to use the public transportation system, without the aid of the group leader
 Getting students to see/visit/utilize local businesses
 Getting students to walk the streets and experience the place
 Getting students to better understand the importance of some of the sights they are visiting
 Getting students to try different foods
Our students frequently report a revolution in their thinking about public transportation,
since they have had the opportunity to use such systems. Some are shocked that we don’t have
such a system in the U.S.
Particularly when Italy is a part of our journey, student’s views about Italian food are often
altered irrevocably. “Why don’t we have Italian food this good?” At the same time, some of the
same students lament that they miss the food from home, or even miss the “Italian” food, usually
pizza with thick crusts and gobs of cheese, that they are used to at home.
Our feedback from students also indicates, albeit in a qualitative way, that they learned
quite a lot from the activities and deepened their understanding of the places they visited and the
people they came into contact with. We cannot imagine planning a study abroad experience in the
future which does not include a scavenger hunt.
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